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28 February – 2 March 2013
ICRISAT, Patancheru 
PROGRAM
Thursday, 28 February 2013
0830–0930	 Registration
Session 1  Inaugural Session
0930–0935 Welcome     Peter Q Craufurd 
0935–0945	 	A	brief	overview	of	GoK-ICRISAT	initiative	and	 
objectives	of	the	workshop			 	 	 Suhas	P	Wani	
0945–0955	 Overview	of	Bhoochetana	and	GoK-CGIAR	initiative		 KV	Sarvesh	
0955–1005	 Bhoochetana:	Way	forward	in	Karnataka		 	 V	Chandrasekhar
1005–1015	 	Farmer-centric	initiatives	of	 
Government	of	Karnataka			 	 	 Shankarlinge	Gowda
1015–1025	 	GoK’s	innovative	steps	through	Bhoochetana	 
and	CGIAR	initiative		 	 	 	 Kaushik	Mukherjee
1025–1035	 Vision	of	Karnataka	Krishi	Mission		 		 	 SA	Patil
1035–1045	 GoK-ICRISAT	partnership	for	impact	 	 KV	Raju	
1045–1100  Science-led inclusive oriented  
development	in	Karnataka		 	 	 WD	Dar
1100–1115	 Inaugural	address	by	the	Chief	Guest	 	 SV	Ranganath	
1115–1120	 Release	of	publications		
1120–1125	 Memento	presentations	to	the	guests		 	 WD	Dar
1125–1130	 Vote	of	thanks		 	 	 	 	 K	Krishnappa	
1130–1200 Group photograph and Health break
Session 2 Technical Session I
  Chair   KV Raju and Kaushik Mukherjee 
  Rapporteur  KH Anantha 
1200–1225	 	GoK-CGIAR	Initiative	to	improve	rural	livelihoods:		  
Benchmark	characterization	and	proposed	 
interventions		 	 	 	 	 Suhas	P	Wani
1225–1300 Discussions 
1300–1400 Lunch
2Session 3 Technical Session II: Detailed Work Planning Facilitators 
1400–1500	 	Group	1:	Inputs	mobilization	including	machineries	 
for	benchmark	sites	 	 	 	 Siddaraju,	Subbaiah
Group 2: Convergence and district coordinators BK Dharmarajan
Group 3: Capacity building and awareness  
enhancement	 	 	 	 	 Shankarappa	
Group	4:	Interventions	and	demonstration		 	 TK	Prabhakara	Setty 
Session 4  Special Session on Innovative Extension System  
(Innovative extension system by invitation)
  Chair  KV Raju and Kaushik Mukherjee 
  Rapporteur Girish Chander
1400–1415  Private partnership for extension services:  
Setting	the	scene		 	 	 	 Kaushik	Mukherjee
1415–1445	 Presentation	by	platform	for	Shared	Values-PPP	 Anirban	Ghosh
1445–1500	 Presentation	by	Zuari		 	 	 	 YK	Natesh	
1500–1530 Discussions   
1530–1600 Health break 
1600–1630 Discussions
Session 5 Concluding Session
  Chair   Kaushik Mukherjee
  Rapporteur  KH Anantha
Presentation of Group Reports
1630–1645 Group 1
1645–1700 Group 2
1700–1715 Group 3
1715–1730 Group 4 
1730–1740	 Chair’s	remarks		 	 Kaushik	Mukherjee
1740–1750	 Chair’s	remarks		 	 KV	Raju	
1750–1755	 Vote	of	thanks	 	 K	Krishnappa		
1755–1830	 Free	time	(discussion	for	production	of	seed	for	new	cultivars)
1830–2000 Social get-together and entertainment  205 Lawns 
2000  Workshop Dinner    205 Lawns 
Friday, 01 March 2013
Session 6  Technical Session III: Bhoochetana 1 – What We have 
Achieved and What We Missed  
  Rapporteur Girish Chander
0900–0905 Welcome 
0905–0920 Overview of Bhoochetana progress and learnings Suhas P Wani
0920–0935	 Challenges	faced	for	mobilizing	inputs	and	solutions	 KV	Sarvesh	
0935–0950	 	Capturing	data	from	crop	cutting	experiments	 
in	state	production	 	 	 	 KV	Raju
30950–1005	 	Recommendation	of	the	BC2	Kharif	plan	 
workshop	held	at	Belgaum	on	28th Jan 2013  BK Dharmarajan
1005–1050 Discussions 
1050–1100 Health break  
Session 7  Technical Session IV: Sharing of Experiences from  
Districts: Innovations, Learnings and Challenges 
  Chair   Shankarlinge Gowda
	 	 Rapporteur		 Mukund	D	Patil	
Presentation by JDAs
1100–1115 JDA, Bidar
1115–1130 JDA, Bellary 
1130–1145 JDA, Mysore
Presentation by ADAs
1145–1200	 ADA,	Koppal	taluk,	Koppal	district
1200–1215	 ADA,	Malavalli	taluk,	Mandya	district
1215–1230	 ADA,	Saundatti	taluk,	Belgaum	district	
1230–1300 Discussions 
1300–1400 Lunch
Session 8  Technical Session V: Bhoochetana Mission  
Program (BCMP-BCIP)
  Chair  KV Raju 
  Rapporteur Gajanan L Sawargaonkar
1400–1420 What is new in Bhoochetana II   Suhas P Wani 
1420–1445	 Bhoochetana	II:	Challenges	and	opportunities		 KV	Sarvesh	
1445–1505	 Improved	new	cultivars	seed	introduction	strategy		 K	Anandakrishna	
1505–1530	 Health	break	
Session 9 Technical Session VI: Group Work
  Chair  BK Dharmarajan
  Rapporteur KH Anantha 
1530–1730 Group 1: Inputs requirements   Subbaiah
Group	2:		Capacity	building:	Innovative	extension	 
and	awareness	building	 	 	 MA	Shankar
Group	3:	Documents	and	dissemination		 	 Krishna	Naik
Group 4:  Convergence to enhance impact and data  
recording    BK Dharmarajan
Group	5:		Climate	change	network	(invited	group	 
meets	for	monitoring	and	evaluation,	 
convergence,	acceleration	of	space	etc.,)	 VS	Prakash
Group	6:		Seed	Production	Action	Plan	with	special		 Siddaraju	& 
reference	to	new	cultivars		 	 Anandakrishna
1730–1930	 Get-together	and	experience	sharing		 	 IMOD	Plaza	
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0900–0915 Overview of the Day 2 
0915–1030	 Group	reporting	and	discussion	
1030–1100 Health break  
Session 10 Technical Session VII
  Chair   KV Sarvesh 
  Rapporteur  KL Sahrawat 
1100–1300	 	District	plan	compilation	and	finalization,	taluk-wise	crops,	areas,	inputs,	
farm	facilitators	etc.	
1300–1400 Lunch
1400–1500	 Group	presentation	
1400–1410 Group 1: Inputs requirement  
1410–1420	 Group	2:	Capacity	building:	Innovative	extension	and	awareness	building	
1420–1430	 Group	3:	Documents	and	dissemination	
1430–1445 Group 4: Convergence to enhance impact and data recording
1445–1500	 Group	5:	Climate	change	network	
1500–1530 Health break 
Session 11 Concluding Session 
  Chair   KV Raju
  Rapporteur  K Krishnappa  
1530–1545	 	Vision	of	agricultural	development	in	Karnataka	 
through	Bhoochetana	II	and	CGIAR	initiative			 KV	Sarvesh	
1545–1555	 Chair’s	remarks		 		 	 	 	 KV	Raju	
1555–1600	 Vote	of	thanks	 	 	 	 	 KH	Anantha		
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Karnataka	is	the	largest	dryland	agriculture	state	in	the	country	with	60%	of	
its	population	dependent	on	agriculture	for	their	livelihoods.	For	improving	
the livelihoods of small farm holders in the state by increasing agricultural 
growth	rate,	Government	of	Karnataka	launched	in	2009	a	mission	program	
“Bhoochetana”	for	bridging	the	yield	gaps	through	science-led	interventions.	
The	goal	of	this	mission	program	is	to	increase	average	productivity	of	
selected	crops	in	the	30	districts	by	20%	in	four	years.	The	specific	objectives	
are:	(i)	to	identify	and	scale-up	best-bet	options	(soil,	crop	and	water	
management)	including	improved	cultivars	to	enhance	productivity	by	20%	
of	the	selected	crops	in	selected	24	(later	extended	to	30)	districts;	(ii)	to	
train	DoA	staff	in	stratified	soil	sampling	at	villages,	analysis	of	macro-	and	
micronutrients,	preparation	of	GIS-based	soil	maps;	and	(iii)	to	guide	DoA	to	
establish	high-quality	soil	analytical	laboratory	at	Bengaluru	and	to	undertake	
stratified	soil	sampling,	their	analyses	and	sharing	results	in	nine	districts;	
and	(iv)	to	build	capacity	of	the	stake	holders	(farmers	and	consortium	
partners)	in	the	sustainable	management	of	natural	resources	and	enhancing	
productivity	in	dryland	areas.
During	the	year	2012,	a	Review	and	Planning	Workshop	for	the	Bhoochetana	
and	Government	of	Karnataka,	a	CGIAR	initiative	(Bhoochetana	Plus)	was	
held	at	ICRISAT	during	July	2012	at	Patancheru.	Based	on	the	success	of	
the	Bhoochetana,	during	the	last	four	years	(2009-2012),	Government	
of	Karnataka	has	undertaken	a	holistic	integrated	systems	approach	for	
converging all sectors of agriculture namely rainfed agriculture, irrigated 
agriculture,	horticulture,	livestock,	cooperation	and	marketing,	for	enhancing	
the	incomes	of	the	farmers	with	technical	backstopping	by	ICRISAT-led	
consortium	of	eight	CGIAR	institutions.	The	institutions	are	International	
Water	Management	Institute	(IWMI),	International	Livestock	Research	
Institute	(ILRI),	International	Rice	Research	Institute	(IRRI),	International	
Maize	and	Wheat	Improvement	Center	(CIMMYT),	International	Center	for	
Agricultural	Research	in	the	Dry	Areas		(ICARDA),	The	International	Food	
Policy	Research	Institute	(IFPRI),	The	World	Agroforestry	Centre	(ICRAF).	
The	World	Vegetable	Center	(AVRDC),	state	agricultural	and	horticultural	
universities	and	different	line	departments	of	Government	of	Karnataka	
also	partnered.	This	GoK-CGIAR	initiative	is	referred	as	“Bhoochetana	Plus”.	
Following	planning	workshops	in	Bengaluru,	Karnataka	and	Patancheru,	
Andhra	Pradesh,	detailed	planning	for	four	benchmark	sites	namely,	Tumkur,	
6Raichur,	Chikballapur	and	Bijapur	was	conducted	along	with	Bhoochetana	
workshop.	In	all,	250	participants	representing	Department	of	Agriculture	
officials	from	30	districts	along	with	headquarter	officials	including	Shri.	SV	
Ranganth	(CS),	Shri.	Kaushik	Mukherjee	(ACS&DC),	Dr.	KV	Raju,	Economic	
Advisor	to	Hon’ble	CM,	Shri.	Shankarlinge	Gowda,	Principal	Secretary	
(Ag&Hort),	Shri.	GVK	Rau,	Principal	Secretary	(Co-op),	Shri.	V	Chandrasekhar,	
Commissioner	(Ag),	Dr.	KV	Sarvesh,	Director	(Ag)	and	Dr.	SA	Patil,	Chairman,	
Karnataka	Krishi	Mission,	district	CEOs	along	with	the	representatives	from	
DoA	Karnataka,	CGIAR	institutes,	AVRDC,	State	Universities,	Corporates,	
NGOs,	Farm	Facilitators	(FFs)	and	farmers	participated	in	the	workshop.	The	
executive	summary	of	Review	and	Planning	workshop	has	been	put	together.	
Snap Shots of Workshop Deliberations 
Inaugural Session 
During	the	three	days	Review	and	Planning	meeting,	the	progress	of	GoK-
CGIAR	initiative	during	last	one	year	and	the	Bhoochetana	during	the	last	
four	years	along	with	detailed	planning	for	the	GoK-CGIAR	initiative	and	
Bhoochetana	Mission	Program	(Bhoochetana	II)	were	deliberated	and	
finalized.	The	workshop	reviewed	key	drivers	of	success	and	identified	critical	
areas for building on earlier successes during the Bhoochetana II which 
included	strategies	to	address	climate	related	risks	and	improve	livelihood.	
1.	 Dr	Peter	Craufurd	welcomed	the	dignitaries	(M/S.	SV	Ranganath,	IAS,	
Chief	Secretary,	Kaushik	Mukherji,	IAS,	Additional	Chief	Secretary	&	
Development	Commissioner,	Dr.	KV	Raju,	Economic	Advisor	to	Hon.	
Chief	Minister	of	Karnataka,	M/S.	Shankarlinge	Gowda,	IAS,	Principal	
Secretary	(Ag	&	Hort),	GV	Krishna	Rau,	IAS,	Principal	Secretary	
(Cooperation),	V	Chandrasekhar,	IAS,	Commissioner	(Agriculture),	Dr.	
KV	Sarvesh,	Director	(Agriculture)	and	Dr	SA	Patil,	Chairman,	Karnataka	
Krishi	Mission,	district	CEOs,	JDAs	and	ADAs	of	all	the	districts,	Farm	
Facilitators,	representatives	of	SAUs,	CGIAR	centers,	private	corporates,	
and	ICRISAT	team	members.
2.	 Dr Suhas P Wani presented in a nutshell the journey during the last 
four	years	of	Bhoochetana	implementation,	identified	the	drivers	of	
success,	key	areas	which	need	to	be	built	further	such	as	strengthening	
of farm facilitators which is a novel mechanism to reach millions of 
farmers,	inputs	delivery	system,	data	recording,	effective	convergence	
7and	establishing	climate	change	researchers	network	in	the	state,	
inclusive	livelihood	approach	and	value	addition	for	linking	farmers	to	
the	market.	The	progress	of	baseline	characterization	of	the	selected	
four	benchmark	sites	for	the	GoK-CGIAR	initiative		(Bijapur,	Raichur,	
Tumkur,	and	Chikmagluru)	and	detailed	plan	of	works	to	be	undertaken	
by	different	CGIAR	partner	institutions	where	also	briefed.
3.	 Mr	Kaushik	Mukherji	appreciated	the	benefits	of	Bhoochetana	and	
stressed the need to strengthen extension system for sustaining 
Bhoochetana possibly through public private partnerships and address 
the	challenges	during	the	Bhoochetana	II.	Mr	Kaushik	Mukherjee	raised	
queries about the ex-ante	benefits	(additional	household	income)	from	
the	project	and	it	was	clarified	and	agreed	to	revisit	the	analysis	to	
examine	the	higher	level	of	benefits	from	the	initiative.	
4.	 Dr William D Dar, Director General of ICRISAT appreciated Bhoochetana 
initiative	and	acknowledged	different	stakeholders	during	his	opening	
remarks.	Dr	Dar	congratulated	the	DoA	team	for	their	hard	team	
work	as	well	as	team	led	by	Dr	Wani	for	impressive	achievements	of	
Bhoochetana.	Dr	Dar	noted	that	Bhoochetana	has	played	a	crucial	role	
in	inclusive	market	oriented	development	of	farmers	in	Karnataka.	It	
has not only improved the livelihoods of farm families but also enabled 
them	to	manage	risks	like	droughts	by	building	resilience	in	production	
systems.	
5.	 Dr	Sarvesh	stressed	the	importance	of	collective	action	in	Bhoochetana	
I	for	operationalizing	the	holistic	solution	at	farm	level	and	challenge	
to	improve	the	timely	supply	of	quality	inputs	to	cover	all	7.4	m	
ha	in	the	state,	Mr	Chandrashekhar,	highlighted	the	importance	of	
holistic	approach,	Dr	SA	Patil,	highlighted	the	need	to	ensure	regular/
sustainable	income	for	the	farmers.	Mr	Shankarlinge	Gowda	identified	
the	missing	link	of	farmers	to	the	market	and	suggested	due	attention	
should	be	given	to	address	the	missing	link	for	sustainability.
6.	 Mr	SV	Ranganath,	Chief	Secretary,	lauded	the	success	of	Bhoochetana	
which	enabled	Karnataka	to	achieve	5-6%	annual	growth	rate	in	
agriculture	during	last	four	years	as	compared	to	stagnant	2%	growth	
and	appreciated	efforts	of	the	ICRISAT	and	DoA	team.	He	stressed	
the	need	to	address	the	missing	links	in	the	system	like	livestock,	
horticulture,	agro-forestry	and	market	linkages.	He	also	identified	
persistence, persuasion and ensuring inclusiveness of small farmers in 
8agricultural	development	as	the	drivers	of	Bhoochetana’s	success.	He	
also ensured full support and help of GoK for the Bhoochetana II and 
GoK	CGIAR	initiative.	He	recommended	to	name	GoK-CGIAR	initiative	
as Bhoochetana Plus.	He	emphasized	on	the	need	to	strengthen	
involvement of private players in extension system and also address 
the issue of reducing the gap between rural and urban incomes for 
reducing	migration.
Technical Session
7.	 In	the	Technical	Session	I,	co-chaired	by	Dr	KV	Raju	and	Mr	Kaushik	
Mukherjee,	a	detailed	presentation	on	baseline	characterization	
including	GIS	layer	maps	of	four	benchmark	sites	for	Bhoochetana	
Plus	was	given	by	Dr	Suhas	P	Wani	along	with	different	activities	to	be	
undertaken.	Detailed	discussion	took	place	on	the	ex-ante	economic	
benefit	analysis	and	suggested	that	benefits	from	Bhoochetana	
Plus will be far more than projected, though, it was indicated that 
conservative	calculations	are	made	with	adoption	ceilings	and	
ground	realities.	Dr	KV	Raju	appreciated	the	progress	made	by	the	
partner	institutions	and	suggested	to	identify	specific	interventions	
with	measurable	monitoring	indicators	with	timeline.	The	role	of	
SAUs	was	clarified	and	made	it	clear	that	the	SAUs	are	involved	in	
all	the	programs	at	various	levels.	They	were	appreciated	for	their	
participation	in	taking	science-led	approach	to	the	farmers’	doorstep.
8.	 In the parallel sessions on convergence, inputs, capacity building, 
interventions	and	demonstrations,	and	public	private	partnerships	
(PPP)	for	extension	were	deliberated	by	the	groups.	The	PPP	session	
was	for	the	private	corporate	representatives	and	the	group	discussion	
was	steered	by	Kaushik	Mukherjee	and	KV	Raju	with	support	from	
Dr	Suhas	Wani.	During	the	discussions	presentations	were	made	
by	the	corporate	representatives	and	what	is	expected	by	the	GoK	
was	highlighted.	It	was	stressed	that	the	extension	bundled	with	
inputs supply and machine hiring is expected and payment need to 
be	based	on	performance	and	partial	recovery	of	charges	from	the	
farmers	as	per	the	GoK	guidelines.	Suggestions	were	sought	from	the	
private corporate on what they can provide, what they expect from 
the government and how it can be made an exemplar system in the 
country.
99.	 Drs	Siddaraju/Subbaiah	presented	the	summary	of	discussions	from	
the	Inputs	Mobilisation	group	including	Machinery	with	the	salient	
recommendations	being:	to	ensure	timely	inputs	availability	focus	
on	assessment	of	requirement	finalisation	of	rate	contract;	indenting	
;	ensuring	quality;	adequate	godown	facilities	and	timely	payment	
to	the	vendors.	It	was	agreed	to	have	all	inputs	in	place	15	days	
to	1	month	before	actual	start	of	the	season.	Dr	BK	Dharmarajan	
summarized	the	recommendations	from	the	Convergence	group,	
which	suggested	establishment	of	state,	district	and	taluk	level	
committees	to	plug	issues	in	convergence	of	on-shelf	technologies	and	
demonstration,	supply	of	inputs,	credit	linkage,	integrated	farming	
system,	farm	mechanization,	micro-irrigation,	capacity	building,	
post-harvest	technologies,	value	addition,	and	market	linkages.	
Capacity	building	group	led	by	Shankarappa	suggested	to	consider	
the	existing	constraints	in	benchmark	sites,	to	follow	improved	
production	technologies,	use	of	natural	resources	and	external	inputs,	
post-harvest	technologies,	and	market	information.	Dr	Prabhakara	
Setty	for	interventions/demonstrations	group	suggested	output	
oriented	interventions	with	measurable	monitoring	indicators.	The	
potential	interventions	suggested	include	soil-water	conservation	and	
management,	productivity	enhancement,	increasing	labour	efficiency,	
increasing	livestock	productivity,	nutritional	insecurity,	and	market	
linkages,	etc.	
10.	 On second day, Dr Suhas Wani presented detailed synthesis of 
Bhoochetana progress during four years and stated that area coverage 
increased	progressively	from	0.2,	1.2,	2.85	to	3.73	m	ha	by	2012-
13 with impressive yield gains of 23 to 66 per cent over farmers’ 
practice.	Even	during	the	low	rainfall	years	during	2011	and	2012,	
yield	gains	saw	25-38%	increase	and	touched	lives	of	3.6	million	
families	particularly	small	and	marginal	farmers.	Soil	mapping	was	
completed,	soil	health	information	was	effectively	shared	with	all	the	
stakeholders	and	use	of	balanced	nutrient	management	including	
use of micronutrients was promoted amongst the farmers as entry 
point.	In	addition,	crop	diversification	like	castor	in	Kolar,	coriander	
and	pigeonpea	as	intercrop	were	introduced	which	significantly	raised	
farmers’	incomes.	Various	farmers’	success	stories	have	been	compiled	
in	a	book	and	released.	An	economic	assessment	showed	increased	
economic value to the tune of `	646	crores	in	Karnataka	due	to	
adoption	of	improved	management	under	Bhoochetana.	This	initiative	
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is	now	widely	publicized	at	international	and	national	fora.	Key	drivers	
of	success	identified	are:
•	 Convergence,	collective	action,	capacity	building	and	consortium	
approach
•	 Holistic	and	integrated	approach
•	 Effective	monitoring	and	evaluation
•	 Innovative	extension	system	using	farm	facilitators	and	lead	farmers
•	 Champions at policy level
•	 Working	passionately	and	persistently
•	 Tangible	economic	benefits	for	small	farmers	(inclusiveness)
•	 Broke	vicious	cycle	of	supply	driven	approach
11.	 Dr Sarvesh, recommended to strengthen the concept of FFs through 
quality	assuarance	and	effective	monitoring	on	weekly	basis	by	the	
ADAs,	communicating	deliberations	from	the	Video	Conference	
(VC)	to	FFs,	replacing	new	cultivars,	timely	reporting,	and	on-line	
communication	with	inputs	supplying	companies.
12.	 Dr	KV	Raju	highlighted	the	challenges	of	crop	cutting	experiments	
(CCEs)	and	inclusion	of	CCE’s	data	in	to	state	statistics.	A	committee	
consisting	of	representatives	from	revenue	department,	RDPR	
department,	watershed	department,	along	with	agriculture	and	DES	is	
constituted	to	report	within	one	month.	He	sought	suggestions	from	
the	house	to	incorporate	in	the	ToRs	of	the	committee.	
13.	 Dr	Dharmarajan	presented	the	recommendations	of	the	Bhoochetana	II	
Kharif	plan	workshop	held	at	Belgaum	on	28	January	2013.	
•	 During	kharif	plan	50	lakh	ha	rainfed	area	plus	6	lakh	paddy	area	and	2	
lakh	sugarcane	area	are	targeted.	
•	 Establishment	seed	villages	and	agri	machinery	hiring	centers	in	the	
villages.
•	 For	FFs	minimum	qualification	recommended	is	10th	standard	(SSLC)	and	
need to be engaged for 180 days during kharif season and 270 days for 
kharif and rabi	seasons.
•	 The area per FF will be 500 ha in all areas and they receive the 
honorarium	and	not	salary;	their	honorarium	may	be	increased	to	` 200 
against	150	per	day.
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•	 All FFs to be provided with similar T shirt, cap and a bag from the 
centralized	place.
•	 Two	Lead	Farmers	are	recommended	per	FF	for	15	days.
•	 All	existing	trainings	to	continue	along	with	two	additional	days	for	all	
FFs/extension	agents	on	climate	change.
•	 Current	wall	writings	to	continue,	but	other	possible	means	such	
as	tractors	etc.	may	also	be	used	for	dissemination	of	Bhoochetana	
information.	The	information	must	be	crisp	and	eye	catching.
•	 Establishment	of	district	level	technical	committee	with	JDA	as	
chairman	and	DWDO,	DDA,	KVK	head,	ICRISAT	scientist	as	members	for	
convergence	and	monitoring.
•	 Establishment	of	demonstrations	in	5	ha	per	hobli	@	` 2,000 ha-1 under 
KVK	scientist
•	 Conduct	of	exposure	visits	for	50	farmers/extension	workers	in	the	
neighboring	districts	@	` 25,000 per visit
•	 Studies	on	climate	resilient	agriculture	to	be	undertaken	and	pilot	the	ICT	
Tablet-based	extension	system	in	a	few	districts.
•	 Setting	up	of	kiosks	in	the	districts.
•	 Incentives	and	awards	for	good	farmers,	FF’s	and	extension	officers	along	
with	competitions	for	farmers
The	estimated	budget	is	` 172	crores.	Dr	Dharamarajan	listed	the	
responsibilities	as	under:
•	 ICRISAT	–	technical	recommendations,	reports	and	climate	studies
•	 KSNMDC	–	climate	studies
•	 KSSC	–	seed	production
•	 Universities	–	guidance	for	kiosks,	crop	research	and	recommendations,	
capacity	building	through	KVK’s
•	 DoA	–	guidance	for	crop	cutting	experiments.
14.	 The	innovative	extension	system	established	by	the	DoA	in	Karnataka	
need to be nurtured properly and made sustainable through ensuring 
quality,	close	monitoring,	taking	precautions	that	this	cadre	remains	
as	honorary	cadre	and	does	not	proliferate.	There	is	an	urgent	need	to	
converge	FFs	of	various	departments	to	avoid	over	populating	the	FFs	
in	villages.	There	is	need	to	internalize	that	FFs	are	paid	honorarium	
and	not	the	salary	as	they	are	not	full	time	service	providers.	Also	there	
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is need to build their capacity and ensure quality support delivery for 
the	farmers.	
15.	 Joint	Directors	of	Agriculture	(JDAs)	of	Mysore,	Bidar,	and	Bellary	
districts and Assistant Director of Agriculture, Hassan highlighted best 
practices	adopted	in	their	districts	for	Bhoochetana.	
•	 In	Mysore	district	Bhoochetana	rally	during	Dassera	festival	proved	quite	
effective	for	dissemination	along	with	seed	treatment	campaigns	and	
farmers’	field	schools.	Crop	diversification	with	maize	in	place	of	paddy	
covered	5,446	ha	with	3,630	farmers	resulted	in	additional	income	of	
` 12,000 ha-1.	Similarly,	introduction	of	maize	in	tribal	area	(538	ha)	of	
Hunsur	taluk	have	generated	net	profit	of	` 32,000 ha-1.	For	rice	farmers,	
mechanical rice transplanter was introduced to address the problem of 
labor	shortage.
•	 JDA Bidar indicated well distributed rainfall during 2012 resulted in good 
agricultural	productivity	with	increase	of	30%.	He	told	that	farmers	
have	realized	the	importance	of	soil-test	based	fertilizer	application	and	
following	integrated	nutrient	management	method.	Sugarcane	farmers	
have	adapted	drip	irrigation	system	to	improve	water	use	efficiency.	
Krishi Raths	showed	greater	reach	and	impact	on	the	information	sharing	
among	farmers.	Need	for	increased	involvement	of	KVK	Scientist	&	
Watershed	Department	with	effective	Convergence	of	different	dept	
Schemes	with	Bhoochetana	was	highlighted.	
•	 JDA	Bellary	highlighted	the	need	for	timely	actions	for	CB,	inputs	delivery.	
A big achievement during 2012 kharif season was that the crop yield 
increased	in	the	range	of	17	to	45%.	
•	 Assistant Director of Agriculture, Hassan shared experiences of 
Bhoochetana	initiative	in	the	district	and	pointed	out	that	regular	
capacity building training programs helped FFs and lead farmers to act as 
effective	extension	agents.	The	regular	awareness	programs	and	publicity	
strategies	worked	well	in	spreading	the	awareness	and	information	about	
the	program.	
16.	 In	the	Technical	session	V,	Suhas	Wani	highlighted	the	vision	of	
Bhoochetana	Mission	Program	(BCMP)	and	mentioned	that	the	focus	
is on sustainable improvement of livelihoods of small and marginal 
farmers in the state by developing farmers’ centric, science-led 
inclusive	market-oriented	integrated	farming	systems	participatory	
development	approach.	The	objectives	of	Bhoochetana	II	Mission	
Program are:  
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•	 Strengthening	the	Bhoochetana	consortium	for	increasing	the	crops	
(irrigated	and	rain-fed)	yields	by	20	per	cent	in	five	years	in	30	districts	of	
Karnataka	through	science-led	development	and	new	innovation	systems;	
•	 Strengthening	the	institutional	mechanisms	such	as	seed	villages,	
village	seed	banks,	participatory	research	for	development	(PR4D),	
inputs supply, agricultural machinery hiring centers, farm extension 
through	farm	facilitators	and	communication	systems	for	small	and	
marginal farmers in the state for the DoA through capacity development, 
convergence,	collective	action,	and	partnerships;
•	 To	assess	the	impact	of	climate	change	in	different	agro-eco	regions	of	
the	state		in	terms	of	anticipated	shifts	in	the	crop	growing	periods,	water	
availability,	major	crop	yields,	and	evaluate	adaptation	strategies	for	
developing	climate	resilient	farming	systems;	and	
•	 To	document	the	process	of	consortium	functioning,	learning,	and	impact	
of	BCMP	in	terms	of	increased	crop	yields,	institutional	development	and	
capacity	building	of	different	stakeholders	in	the	state.
17.	 He	urged	all	the	stakeholders	and	policy	makers	to	make	this	initiative	
a	grand	success,	by	harnessing	the	positive	energy	generated	in	the	
DoA	and	to	adopt	and	institutionalize	the	science-led	development	
approach	in	the	state.	Strengthen	the	consortium	and	linkages	with	
SAUs	e.g.	India-EU	Project,	Indo-US,	special	projects	etc.	He	also	felt	
that small farm holders should be treated as equal partners through 
inclusive growth and there is an urgent need to develop sustainable 
agricultural	practices	considering	the	vulnerability	of	the	fragile	rain-fed	
agro-ecosystems	while	intensifying	the	systems.	Similarly,	he	stressed	
that	we	need	to	enhance	not	only	the	productivity	but	also	should	
focus	on	enhancing	incomes,	linking	farmers	to	markets,	improving	
nitrogen	use	efficiency	(NUE)	and	water	use	efficiency	(WUE)	besides	
better	soil	health	management.
18.	 The	new	initiatives	in	the	second	phase	of	Bhoochetana	are	to	assess	
the	impact	of	climate	change	in	different	agro-eco	regions	of	the	
state		in	terms	of	anticipated	shifts	in	the	crop	growing	periods,	water	
availability,	major	crop	yields,	and	evaluate	adaptation	strategies	for	
developing	climate	resilient	farming	systems.	He	also	expressed	that	we	
need	to	identify	and	train	suitable	team	members	from	the	SAUs	and	
form	a	Climate	Change	Team	(CCT)	at	state	level	to	handle	assessment	
of	impacts	of	climate	change	at	micro	level	in	a	coordinated	manner.	
He	also	highlighted	that	Climate	Change	Network	will	assess	the	
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impacts	in	the	state	through	collating	the	historical	weather	data	sets,	
soils	information	and	quality	checking	and	assessing	the	impacts	of	
climate change on changes in the agro-eco regions in the state, crop 
growing	period,	crop	yields,	and	identify	suitable	crops	as	adaptation	
strategy	to	cope	with	the	impacts	of	climate	change.	He	stressed	need	
for	climate	resilient	agriculture	and	evaluation	of	suitable	strategies	
in	the	benchmark	locations	of	the	target	agro-eco	regions	in	the	state	
and develop awareness amongst the farmers in the state about the 
potential	impacts	of	climate	change	on	their	crops	and	livelihoods	and	
potential	adaptation	strategies	based	on	the	results	of	the	participatory	
evaluation	of	adaptation	strategies	in	the	bench	mark	locations.	He	
emphasized	better	convergence	among	all	the	stakeholders	and	need	
for	strengthening	of	new	extension	system	through	farmer	facilitators.	
Piloting	of	innovative	Tablet-based	as	well	as	farmer	to	farmer	videos	
using	Pico	projectors	are	also	proposed	as	new	interventions.
19.	 Mr.	Rikin	Gandhi	from	Digital	Green	described	the	role	of	‘Social	
Networks	for	Agricultural	Development’.	He	shared	his	experience	of	
shooting	5-10	minutes	videos	of	the	farmers,	basically	to	share	their	
views	and	experiences	about	agriculture	for	the	(other)	farmers.	This	
5-10	minutes	shoot	will	be	useful	in	showcaseing	through	battery	
operated	small	Pico	projector	to	other	farmers	about	getting	practical	
information	about	any	particular	technology	besides	giving	them	a	
chance	of	having	ownership	in	the	project.	He	informed	that	they	have	
plan	to	train	4-6	people	in	each	group	(either	SHGs	or	others)	about	its	
handling	and	usage.	
20.	 Improved	new	cultivars	–	seed	introduction	strategies	in	state	was	
described in detail by Dr Ananda Krishna K, Managing Director, 
Karnataka	State	Seeds	Corporation.	He	elaborated	the	concept	of	
introducing	and	promoting	new	varieties	and	hybrids	in	the	market	and	
also	highlighted	strategies/steps	involved	in	introducing	new	cultivars.	
He	discussed	existing	situation	in	public	sector	and	in	today’s	context	
he	pointed	out	that	there	is	need	to	have	i)	varietal	replacement	
perspective	plan	–	for	a	period	of	5/10	years,	ii)	planning	for	product	
development	strategies.	iii)	monitoring	for	new	variety	development	
and	replacement,	iv)	institutional	mechanisms	and	working	together	by	
DOA,	SAUs	and	SSCS.
21.	 During	presentation	by	the	group	leaders	the	difficulties	in	pre-
positioning	of	new	crop	varieties	like	paddy,	groundnut,	soybean,	
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red	gram	and	green	manuring	crop	seeds,	lack	of	storage	in	Hassan,	
Dakshina	Kannada	and	Yadgir	were	highlighted.	Cooperative	societies	
could	be	rolled	in	to	reduce	the	burden	on	DoA.	
22.	 As	regards	to	capacity	building,	group	leader	told	to	effectively	use	
video	conferencing	for	experience	sharing;	to	have	satellite-based	
training	program;	establish	electronic	display	boards	at	GPs;	farm	
schools;	issue	regular	press	releases;	services	of	local	TV	channels;	
video	shows;	street	plays;	Krishi	Melas;	distribute	CDs	on	crop	and	farm	
enterprises;	effective	extension	literature	and	acknowledge	achievers.	
23.	 The	group	leader	on	documentation	and	dissemination	suggested	
having	one	handicam	per	taluk.	Group	suggested	using	radio,	TV	local	
channels,	mobile	messages,	etc.,	for	effective	dissemination.	The	
group also pointed the idea of having a slot in online farmers’ query 
call	centers.	The	Convergence	group	leader	suggested	to	have	district	
and	taluk	level	committees	to	plug	issues	in	convergence.	The	areas	
targeted	for	convergence	included	seed	production,	fodder	production,	
capacity	building,	farm	mechanization,	micro	irrigation,	post-harvest	
technologies,	market	linkages,	and	credit	linkages.	
24.	 The	group	leader	on	climate	change	suggested	adaptive	strategies	and	
group	leader	on	seed	production	expressed	need	to	replace	absolute	
varieties	and	suggested	to	have	SAU’s	concerned	breeder	to	inspect	
seed	production	farms.	There	was	a	need	to	subsidize	regulation	and	
inspection	charges	and	provide	incentives	to	popular	and	new	varieties.
25.	 During the centenary year of the DoA it was suggested to provide 
Tablets	for	ICT-based	dissemination	and	collection	of	data	up	to	ADAs	
for	BC	II.	Dr	Sarvesh	also	stressed	the	need	to	enhance	the	efficiency	
and	effectiveness	in	implementing	Bhoochetana	during	the	second	
phase.	
Concluding Session 
26.	 During	the	concluding	session,	in	order	to	bring	competitiveness	and	
efficiency	in	Bhoochetana,	Dr.	Wani	announced	awards	from	ICRISAT	
side	for	the	leading	blocks/taluks	in	respect	of	developing	1,000	ha	
as	climate	smart	benchmark	site	and	develop	suitable	interventions.	
Some	of	the	interventions	proposed	are:	
•	 Glyricidia	plantation		
•	 Soil	water	conservation	(In-situ,	Land	form	treatment,	contour	farming)
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•	 Convergence	(MGNREGA)
•	 Vermicomposting
•	 New	cultivars	
•	 New	extension	system
•	 Documentation	
•	 Conduct of Farmers day
•	 Crop replacement
•	 SRI, Direct seeding
•	 Market	linkages
•	 Value	addition
•	 Seed	production/Seed	bank
•	 Crop	cutting	experiment
•	 Fodder	production
•	 Micro-irrigation
•	 Bio-fertilizer
•	 Any	other	climate	change	interventions
The	program	ended	with	vote	of	thanks	by	Drs	Sarvesh	(DoA,	Bengaluru)	and	
Anantha	(ICRISAT).	
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Workshop Deliberations through Lens
Inaugural Session
Sri SV Ranganath, Chief Secretary, GoK, delivering the Inaugural address.
Dr	William	D	Dar	addressing	the	participants	and	highlighting	the	hard	work	of	
Bhoochetana team
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Participants	at	the	planning	and	review	workshop	
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Suhas	P	Wani	presenting	the	brief	progress	of	the	Bhoochetana	during	the	last	
four years.
WD	Dar	presenting	the	memento	to	Chief	Secretary	Sri	SV	Ranganath.
Sri	KV	Sarvesh,	Director,	DoA	addressing	the	participants.	
20
Dignitaries releasing the BC Success Stories book and Directory of BC team.
Technical Session
Drs Kaushik Mukherji, Suhas P Wani and KV Sarvesh clarifying the doubts for the 
team members
21
Dr	GVK,	Rao	addressing	the	participants	on	market	linkages.
Sri	V	Chandrasekhar,	Commissioner,	DoA,	addressing	the	participants.
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Dr	KV	Raju	addressing	the	participants	
Dr.	Kaushik	Mukherji	addressing	the	participants.
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KV	Raju	presenting	the	award	to	Mr	CM	Patgar,	AAO	Mirjan	RSK.
Dr	Suhas	P	Wani	along	with	Mr.	Kemparaju,	JDA,	Uttara	Kannada	clarifying	
doubts. 
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Participants	listening	to	the	presentation.	
Group Discussion
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26
Participants	discussing	in	group	as	part	of	group	activity.
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Field Visit
28
Participants	visiting	the	watershed	development	at	ICRISAT	campus
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Approved Proceedings 
Proceedings of the Bhoochetana State Level Co-ordination 
Committee Meeting  
Held on 19th March 2013
Members	present:	List	Enclosed
At	the	outset,	Additional	Chief	Secretary	and	Development	Commissioner	
welcomed	the	participants.	Detailed	discussions	were	held	regarding	
converging	activities	of	Departments	of	Horticulture,	Watershed	
Development	Department,	Sericulture,	and	Animal	husbandry	and	Veterinary	
Services	for	integrated	development	of	farmers.	
Director	of	Agriculture	presented	the	proposed	implementation	guidelines	
for	the	year	2013-14	in	detail	with	modifications	in	some	components	and	
some	new	components.
After	detailed	deliberations,	the	guidelines	for	implementing	Bhoochetana	
during	the	year	2013-14	were	approved	as	below.
•	 Utilizing	the	services	of	farmer	facilitators	for	a	period	of	maximum	
of 180 days in Kharif season predominant districts in dry land area 
and	for	irrigated	paddy.	In	districts	with	both	Kharif	and	Rabi	seasons	
predominant	District	sugarcane	area,	duration	of	work	will	be	max	of	270	
days	@	Rs	175	per	working	day.	
•	 Two	lead	farmers	per	farmer	facilitator	@	Rs.	100	per	day	for	15	days.
•	 One	Science	graduate/Diploma	holder	in	Agriculture	or	allied	fields	with	
computer	knowledge	per	hobli	@Rs	8000	per	month	for	six	months	in	
kharif	season	predominant	districts	and		Paddy	areas,	Nine	months	for	
kharif+Rabi	crop	season	districts	&	Sugarcane	crop	area.
•	 Two	days	training	to	all	extension	officers	on	Farmer	Field	School	and	
climate	change	studies	in	addition	to	existing	trainings/workshops.
•	 In	addition	to	wall	writings,	captions	can	also	be	written	on	tractors	and	
other	hitech	machineries	about	Bhoochetana	Programme.	
•	 Formation	of	District	level	Technical	Core	Committee	with	Joint	Director	
of Agriculture Department as convener and members will be DRCS, 
DSO,	DWDO,	DDH,	JD	(Sericulture),	DD	(A&H),	DDA	(DATC),	ADA	(SMS/
HQ),	KVK	Head/ICRISAT	Scientist/Any	one	Taluk	ADA	and	other	co-opted	
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members	to	be	decided	at	district	level. The	committees	to	scrutinize	and	
approve	the	district	action	plan,	Review	and	recommend	modifications	
based	on	local	problems/recommend	innovative	technologies	for	
adoption.	Action	plan	should	be	prepared	how	to	converge	the	extension	
officers	in	Bhoochetana	and	their	role.
•	 To	form	a	similar	committee	at	Taluka	level	with	concerned	Departments.
•	 To	layout	a	model	5	ha	Bhoochetana	technology	demonstration	per	hobli	
@	Rs.2000/ha.	Under	the	supervision	of	KVK	Scientist.		Field	days	to	be	
conducted	in	these	demonstration	plots	on	priority.
•	   Two days exposure visit to other districts for a batch of 50 comprising of 
extension	officers,	farmer	facilitators	and	farmers	@	Rs	25000	per	visit.
•	 10.	Seed	production	plan	with	specific	action	plan	for	introduction	of	
new	varieties	to	be	drafted	by	KSSC	in	consultation	with	other	major	
seed	producing	agencies			like	KOF,	NSC,	and	also	district	technical	core	
committee	
•	 To	finalize	action	plan	for	climate	change	resilient	studies	in	consultation	
with	KSNDMC	and	State	Agriculture	and	related	Universities	and	also	
to design the lesson plans for   training programmes on climate change 
studies.	(Action:	ICRISAT)		
•	 ICT	Tablets	will	be	distributed	to	all	747	Rsks,	talukas	and	districts	for	
ICT	Tablet	based	extension	networking.	ICRISAT	to	monitor	this	pilot	
extension	and	procurement	of	these	ICT	Tablets	will	be	through	ICRISAT.	
Pico	Projectors	will	also	b	distributed.
•	 	To	Set	up	of	information	Kiosks		in	Tumkur,	Raichur,	Bijapur	and	
Chickmagalur	districts	in	remote	taluka	headquarters	and	these	Kiosks	to	
be	run	and	monitored	by	the	Universities.	
•	 Incentives/Awards	for	best	performing	farmers/farmer	facilitators/
Extension	officers/	Farmer	Field	Schools.	
•	 Creative	component:	To	conduct	competitions	for	farmers	from	village	
level	to	state	level.
•	 Introduction	of	other	innovative	components	like	formation	of	
commodity	groups	for	market	linkages	in	the	model	of	SFAC,	Providing	
pico	projectors	and	other	AV	aids	to	RSK’s	for	documentation	and	
message	dissemination.
•	 Purchase of T-shirts, Bags and caps for Farmer facilitators under publicity 
component.		
•	 To	continue	other	components	as	per	2012-13	guidelines.
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•	 Budget Requirement will be met out of funds under Integrated 
Agriculture	Extension	System,	Soil	Enrichment	Programmee	,	Rashtriya	
Krishi	Vikas	Yojane		and	also	by	converging	funds	under	other	ongoing	
schemes.
•	 Roles	and	Responsibilities:	Annexure-1.
Other decisions/suggestions in the meeting are;
•	 In	the	identified	IWMP	areas,	Bhoochetana	action	plan	to	be	prepared	
based	on	watershed	areas.
•	 Extension	personnel	of	Watershed	Development	department,	
Horticulture	department	etc.,	including	NGOs	or	farmer	representatives	
associated	with	activities	of	various	agri	related	departments			to	be	
involved	for	all	Bhoochetana	activities.	Concerned	Departments	to	issue	
necessary	orders	in	this	direction.
•	 A	note	on	possible	convergence	of	various	activities	of	watershed	
development	department	to	be	submitted	to	Additional	Chief	Secretory	
and	Development	Commissioner.	(Action:	Commissioner	for	WDD).
•	 Net	planning	of	taluk	Water	shed	development	department	to	be	
finalized	in	consultation	with	the	Dept	of	Agriculture.
•	 Micronutrient	requirements	of	horticulture	crops	and	supply	programme	
by	the	Department	of	Horticulture	to	be	prepared	and	communicated	to	
the	committee
•	 	To	take	Bhoochetana	beneficiaries	list	and	link	fertigation	benefits	and	
also	sapling	distribution.	.(Action:	Director,	Horticulture	Department	)
•	 Specific	roles	of	allied	departments	to	be	elaborated	in	consultation	with	
the	concerned	departments	(Action:	ICRISAT).
•	 RSK’s	to	function	as	single	extension	point	at	Hobli	level	for	departments	
of	Horticulture,	Watershed	Development	Department,	Animal	Husbandry	
&Veterinary	Services,	Sericulture,	Fisheries,	Agriculture	Marketing,	Social	
Forestry	and	other	agri	related	departments.	
•	 Concerned	Departments	to	issue	necessary	orders	so	that	on	a	particular	
day	all	extension	officials	sit	in	RSKs,	atleast	once	in	a	week	and	are	
available	to	farmers	at	RSK.
•	 	Universities	to	attach	students	for	a	period	of	two	months	to	all	RSKs.	
Universities	to	communicate	names	and	contact	numbers	of	all	students	
attached	to	RSK’s	to	all	agri	&	allied	departments.
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•	 One	Scientist	to	be	nominated	for	10	RSK’s	and	their	names	with	contact	
numbers	to	be	communicated	to	all	agri	allied	departments.
•	 	A	common	multi	department	extension	training	curriculum	to	be	
developed	by	ICRISAT	in	consultation	with	SAU’s	by	15th	April	2013.	
This	manual	will	be	circulated	to	extension	personnel	of	agri	&	allied	
departments and an online test will be conducted on 31st May	2013.		
(Action:	Director	of	Agriculture)
•	 	Thousand	good	performing	societies/farmer	groups	to	be	selected	across	
all	the	talukas.	(Action:	Secretary,	Co-Operation)
•	 These	society/groups	to	be	linked	to	nearby	RSKs.	These	society/groups			
trained on farmer extension services and would be expected to deliver 
extension	and	related	services	like	custom	hiring,	input	distribution	etc.,
•	 These	society/groups	should	also	function	as	local	produce	procurement	
centres	which	would	take	the	responsibility	of	providing	further	forward	
market	linkages.
•	 Selected	society/groups	to	be	trained	on	grading,	sorting	and	value	
addition	(both	agri	and	horticulture	produce)	at	gross	root	level	to	help	
farmers	to	fetch	better	price	for	their	produce.
•	 Quality	standards	for	grading	of	four	to	five	important	fruits	and	
vegetables	to	be	drafted	in	consultation	with	AVRDC.
•	 A	notification	to	be	issued	in	this	regard	at	the	earliest	(Action:	Director,	
Horticulture	Department.)
•	 Good performing Farmer Field School group may be converted into 
commodity groups and these may also be considered to perform 
procurement,	grading	and	processing	activities.
•	 All agriculture related departments may give their publicity messages for 
display	on	hoardings	at	RSK.
Meeting	was	concluded	with	vote	of	thanks.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sd/-	 	
																																																															Additional	Chief	Secretary	&	
Development Commissioner, 
Govt.	of	Karnataka
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Annexure-1: Roles and Responsibilities
A. Karnataka State Department of Agriculture: 
•	 Director,	Agriculture	is	the	nodal	officer	and		Department	of	
Agriculture will implement the project in all the districts  
•	 Department	of	Agriculture	will	prepare	detailed	action	plans	and			
organize	timely	availability	of	necessary	quality	inputs.	
•	 Department	will	provide	day-to-day	supervision,	timely	supply	of	
nutrients and ensure required target to be made to cover planned 
areas	in	the	district.	
•	 Department	staff	along	with	other	consortium	partners	will	
undertake	crop	cutting	experiments	to	record	yield	data.
B. ICRISAT: 
•	 To	give	technical	recommendations.	
•	 Participation	in	district	level	technical	committee	meetings.	
•	 To	appoint	and	monitor	the	activities	of	research	technicians.	
•	 To	monitor	crop	cutting	experiments	and	documentation.	
•	 To	submit	half	yearly	and	annual	reports	inclusive	of	all	activities	of	
Bhoochetana.	
•	 To	pilot	run	Tablet	based	extension	in	four	districts.	
•	 To	come	out	with	action	plan	for	climate	resilient	studies	and	give	
suitable	recommendations.	
C. Karnataka State Natural Disaster Management Center  :
•	 Provide	guidance	for	action	plan	climate	resilient	studies	and	give	
suitable	recommendations.	
D. Karnataka State Seed Corporation :
•	 To	monitor	seed	production	programme.	
•	 To	introduce	new	varieties.	
•	 Provide	guidance	for	setting	up	of	Seed	banks.	
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E. Universities: 
•	 Provide	guidance	and	monitor	the	functioning	of	KIOSKS.	
•	 To guide Climate resilient studies and give suitable 
recommendations.	
•	 Capacity	building	activities.	
•	 To	make	action	plan	for	multiplication	of	new	varieties.
F. Department of Economics and Statistics :
•	 To	utilize	the	services	of	farmer	facilitators	for	crop	cutting	
experiments in the selected villages
•	 Provide	guidance	for	crop	cutting	experiments	in	the	Bhoochetana	
plots 
G. Watershed Development Department: 
•	 Watershed Development Department would converge IWMP’s 
productivity	enhancement	activities	with	BCM	program.
•	 The	AGs,	SHGs	and	WCs	of	IWMP	would	actively	participate	in	
village	seed	banks,	nursery	raising	and	other	collective	action	
activities.	
•	 IWMP	watersheds	would	undertake	Gliricidia	plantation	to	cover	
100%	areas	of	field	bunds	as	a	model	for	other	farmers.	
•	 WDD	staff’s	active	participation	in	training,	development	and	M	&	E	
activities	is	critical.	
H. Department of Horticulture: 
•	 Coveregence	of	their	Extension	Officers	and	Schemes	in	
Bhoochetana	Blocks.
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ADA	Office		 	 	 	
Humnabad 
Karnataka
Vishwanath Chanashetty  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Agriculture Department  
B.Kalyan
Bidar
Karnataka
Phone	:	9448579756/	(08481)	250523
Email:	adabk2009@yahoo.in
Bijapur  
Bajanthri D     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Bijapur
Karnataka 
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Basavraj Siddalingesh Dodamani  
Agricultural	Officer		 	 	
Bijapur
Karnataka 
Biradahr AP     
Agricultural	Officer		 	 	  
Bijapur
Karnataka
Devaraj MB    
Deputy Director    
Dept.	of	Animal	Husbandry	&	
Veterinary
Bijapur
Karnataka	
Hanamantagouda Patil   
Assistant	Horticulture	Officer	 
Bijapur
Karnataka
Hosakoti Eurura Muthappa  
Computer Operator    
O/o	JDA	Office			  
Bijapur
Karnataka 
Kaman SB     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Bijapur
Karnataka
Kenchappa Ningappa Uppar  
Agriculture	Office	 
Bijapur
Karnataka 
Lingamurthy     
Joint Director of Agriculture 
JDA	Office		
Bijapur
Karnataka
Prathiba Hugar    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Bijapur
Karnataka 
Ramakrishna     
Sr.	Assistant	Director	of	Fisheries	 
Bijapur
Karnataka
Sangappa Havappa Yadahalli 
Assistant	Director	of	Agriculture	(TO)	
Bijapur
Karnataka 
Tharaprashantah RA    
Assistant Conservator of Forests  
Forest Quarter    
Afzalpur	Takke	
Bijapur
Karnataka		
Chamrajnagar 
Mahadeva BS     
Agricultural	Officer		 	  
Kollegal
Karnataka
Prasad MC     
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	 
Chamrajnagar
Karnataka 
Somashekar     
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Gundlupet Tq
Karnataka 
Sundramma    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Yalandur	Tq	 	 	  
Karnataka  
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Chikkballapur 
Abid SS 
Deputy Director of Agriculture   
Kagathi
Chikkaballapura		 	
Karnataka
Keshava Reddy A    
Agricultural	Officer	 
Gowribidanur Tq   
Chikkaballapura
Karnataka 
Narasaraj MA      
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Gudibande Tq    
Chikkaballapura
Karnataka 
Obaleshappa N    
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Chikkaballapura	Tq	 	  
Karnataka 
Raghavendra N    
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Sidlaghatta	 	 	  
Chikkaballapura	
Karnataka
Shivanagappa    
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Bagepalli Tq    
Chikkaballapura	
Karnataka 
Srinivas S     
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Chintamani Tq   
Chikkaballapura
Karnataka
Venkataramu S    
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Chikkaballapura	Tq
Chikkaballapur,	Karnataka 
Chikmanglur  
Mallikarjuna KJ     
Agricultural	Officer		 	 	  
O/o	ADA		 	 	  
Chikmanglur
Karnataka
Lokesh KR    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka		  
Chikmanglur
Karnataka	
Phone	:		9483814996/	(08262)	220138
Email:	adachikmagalur@gmail.com
Lokeshappa SM    
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Government	of	Karnataka		  
Narasihmarajapura		
Chikmanglur
Karnataka
Raju M    
Joint Director of Agriculture   
Department of Agriculture   
Government	of	Karnataka	
Chikmanglur
Karnataka
Phone:	(08262)	220494
Email:	jdagrickm@gmail.com
Sathyanarayana Rao    
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Government	of	Karnataka		 	  
Koppa,	Chikmanglur
Karnataka	
Phone:	9480067497/	(08265)	221217	
Email:	akoppa3@gmail.com
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Shivanna
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka		  
Kadur 
Chikmanglur
Karnataka	
Shivakumar    
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Government	of	Karnataka		  
Tarikere
Chikmanglur
Karnataka
Siddappa BH
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka		 	
Mudigere
Chikmanglur
Karnataka	
Phone: 9448120681
Email:	adamudigere@gmail.com
Vinay Kumar     
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Government	of	Karnataka		  
Sringeri
Chikmanglur
Karnataka		
Chitradurga 
Ashok J     
Agricultural	Officer		 	 	  
HiriyurTq     
Chitradurga
Karnataka	
Email:	adahyr123@gmail.com
Chandrakumar    
Agricultural	Officer		 		 	
ChitradurgaTq    
Karnataka	
Email:	adahyr123@gmail.com
Hamsaveni MR     
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Hosadurga Tq     
Chitradurga
Karnataka
Phone:	9448944744/	(08199)	230446
Email:	adahsd@rediffmail.com
Krishnamurthy R    
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Chitradurga Dist    
Karnataka	
Email:	adably@gmail.com
Praveen Choudri NA   
Technical	Officer		 	 	  
JDA	office		 	 	 	  
Chitradurga
Karnataka
Spurthi GS     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Challakere	Tq	 	 	 	
Chitradurga
Karnataka 
Email:	ada_hlk@yahoo.in
Sreedhar Y     
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Holalkere	Tq
Chitradurga
Karnataka	
Phone:	9880101651/	275341
Email:	da_hlk@yahoo.in	
Dakshina Kannada 
Mohan P     
Joint Director of Agriculture    
Dakshina	Kannada		 		 	  
Karnataka	
Email:	jdagrimng@dataone.in
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Nandana P Shenoy    
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer		 
Bantwal	Raitu	Samparka	Kendra 
Jodumarga Post
Dakshina	Kannada	
Karnataka	
Narayana Shetty K
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Mangalore,	Dakshina	Kannada
Karnataka	
Email:	jdagrimng@dataone.in
Shivashankar Danegondar 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Bantwal 
Dakshina	Kannada	
Karnataka	
Email:	jdagrimng@dataone.in	
Tilak Prasadji  
Assistant Director of Agriculture    
Belthangady	Tq.
Karnataka	
Phone: 7259005007
Email:	aaadabelt8@gmail.com		
Davangere 
Gollar G
Joint Director of Agriculture 
Government	of	Karnataka 
Davangere
Karnataka
Phone:	9449082829/	(08192)	230311
Email: agridvg@gmail.com
Kamala Naik R
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Channagiri
Davangere
Karnataka 
Phone:		9481054409/	(08189)	228260
Email:	adacng@gmail.com
Maruthi Sannakki
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Jagaluru
Davangere
Karnataka
Phone:	9901645054/	(08196)	227152
Email:	jagalurada@gmail.com
Prakash     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
RMC Road     
Davangere
Karnataka		
Rajashekarappa SB
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Davangere 
Karnataka
Phone:	9448415557/	(08192)	250084
Email:	adadvg@gmail.com
Revanasiddana Gowda HK
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Honnali Davangere
Karnataka
Phone:	9845083401/	(08188)	251387
Email:	adahonnali@gmail.com
Sridharamurthi     
Agricultural	Officer
Davangere
Karnataka
Srinivas Chintal V
Deputy Director of Agriculture
D.A.T.C.Kadajji
Davangere 
Karnataka
Phone	:	9886624039/	(08192)	292322,	
Email:	datckdj@gmail.com
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Suresh CT  
Agricultural 
Davangere 
Karnataka
Thippeswmay Revannappa
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Harapanahalli
Davangere
Karnataka
Phone:	9945301345/	(08398)	280435
Email: adahrpnl@gmail.com
Vijayakumar JH 
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Harihara
Davangere
Karnataka
Phone:	9448336520/	(08192)	242170
Email:	adaharihara@gmail.com	
Dharwad
Gadad SM 
Joint Director of Agriculture
Dharwad
Karnataka	
Email:	jdadwd@gmail.com
Hosamani     
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer		  
RSK - Kalghatgi    
Karnataka	
Jayashri Patil Y 
Agricultural	Officer	 	 	  
RSK - Hubli
Karnataka
Malati Rachotappa   
Agriculture	Officer	(Tech.	Officer)	
Dharwad
Karnataka 
Murgod GD      
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Kundagol
Karnataka
Patil BS
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer		 	 
RSK-Shamshi
Karnataka 
Patil PN       
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Hubli	&	Kalaghatagi	 	 	  
Karnataka
Vandana Pujari     
Agricultural	Officer		 	 	
RSK-Dharwad    
Karnataka 
Veeranna KP      
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Dharwad      
Karnataka	
Gadag 
Manjunatha SN     
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Gadag
Karnataka
Narasimha Murthy     
Joint Director of Agriculture   
Gadag
Karnataka
Phone:	9481692305/	7259005226
Email:	jdagadag@gmail.com
Prahalad Rao      
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gadag
Karnataka
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Ranga Swamy     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gadag
Karnataka
Seddesh Kodihalli    
Assistant Director of Agriculture   
Gadag       
Karnataka	
Gulbarga 
Arvind Rathod 
Agricultural	Officer		 	 		 	
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Balraj Rangrao    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Imamsahed Jatth    
Agricultural	Officer	 
O/o	ADA		 	  
Chittapur
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Jalindar G   
Joint Director of Agriculture   
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Janaki Bai   
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Naveed Afzal     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Shasank sha     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Shridevi Hajare    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Somalingayya    
Farm Facilitator     
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Vijaylakshmi     
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka
Zulfequar Ahmed    
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Gulbarga
Karnataka	
Hasan 
Bhanuprakash UP
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Department of Agriculture 
Hassan District
Karnataka
Phone:	9611133356/	(08175)	273231
Email:	adahnpura@gmail.com
Cheluuarangappa TG 
Agricultural	Officer 
Department of Agriculture 
Hassan District 
Karnataka	
Harish Kumar    
Agricultural	Officer	
Department of Agriculture   
Hassan District
Karnataka
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Kempegowda  
Deputy Director of Agriculture 
Department of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka	
Hassan	District	Karnataka
Phone:	9448229808/	(08172)	267158	
Email:	jdahassan@yahoo.com
Kokila AS
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Department of Agriculture 
Government	of	Karnataka	
Hassan District
Karnataka	
Phone:	9916458968/	(08172)	269288
Email:	adahsn49@yahoo.in
Nagendraprasad BG 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Department of Agriculture 
Government	of	Karnataka	
Hassan District
Karnataka	
Phone:	9449427979/	(08177)	222318
Email:	adabelur@ymail.com
Paramesha D 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Department of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka	
Hassan District 
Karnataka
Rama Hanumaiah 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Department of Agriculture 
Government	of	Karnataka	
Hassan District
Karnataka	
Phone:	9986736528/	(08176)	252263
Email:	adacrp@yahoo.com
Shivaraju B 
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Department of Agriculture  
Hassan District
Karnataka	
Phone:	9448417940/	(08172)	267158
Email:	jdahassan@yahoo.com	
Haveri
Devika R 
Deputy Director of Agriculture 
DATC 
Devihosur
Karnataka
Dileepkumar D Masuti   
Technical	Officer		 	 		
Byadgi, Haveri
Karnataka	
Ganesh Naik S
Joint Director of Agriculture   
Haveri
Karnataka
Kotresh G 
Agricultural	Officer	 
RSK - Karajagi
Haveri 
Karnataka	
Madalageri  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Savanur 
Haveri District
Karnataka
Phone:	9880423288/	(958378)	241752
Email:	agrisvr@gmail.com
Naganagowda Reddy  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Ranebennur  
Haveri District 
Karnataka
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Sangamesh S Haklappanavar 
Technical	Officer	 
Hangal
Haveri District 
Karnataka
Seva P Naik    
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Hirekerur	
Haveri District
Karnataka
Phone:	9972975085/	(958376)	282343
Email:	adahkr@gmail.com
Shivanand Chanabasappa  
Agricultural	Officer		 	  
O/o	ADA	 
Ranebennur
Haveri
Karnataka
Halappa Shantappa Baligar   
Farm Facilitator  
Haveri District  
Karnataka	
Vijayakumar M Kunkur  
Technical	Officer	
Shiggao
Haveri	Karnataka		
Kodagu 
Mahamud Mizamil 
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	
Virajpete	Tq	  
Kodagu District
Karnataka
Rajashekhar HS 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Somavarpete Tq 
Kodagu District
Karnataka
Shivamallu BM 
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Madikeri 
Kodagu District
Karnataka
Subramanya KB  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Madikeri 
Kodagu District
Karnataka
Kolar 
Huchheraiah H 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
HQA,	Karnataka
Krishnappa K 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Bangarpet
Karnataka
Manjunatha K 
Agricultural	Officer	
Kolar Tq 
Karnataka
Murali 
Agricultural	Officer	 
Mulbagal Tq  
Karnataka
Nagarjun Babu  
Agricultural	Officer	 
Srinivaspur Tq 
Karnataka
Satish     
Agricultural	Officer	 
Malur Tq 
Karnataka
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Sudarshan   
Agricultural	Officer	 
Srinivaspur	(Tq)	
Kolar District 
Karnataka  
Koppal 
Amaresh M Madivalar 
Agriculture	Officer	 
Kustagi	Taluk		
Koppal
Karnataka
Balappa Rangappa Jalageri   
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer
Kushtagi 
Koppal
Karnataka
Basavaraddi BR 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Kustagi	Taluk		
Koppal
Karnataka
Gungadi Sharanappa 
Agriculture	Officer	 
Yalburga	Taluk		
Koppal
Karnataka
Malagar SS  
Agriculture	Officer	
Gangavathi	Taluk		
Koppal
Karnataka
Manjula Basavareddi  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Koppal	Taluk	 
Karnataka
Padmaya Naik A 
Joint Director of Agriculture
Koppal	Taluk		
Karnataka
Sharanappa K Hakari 
Farm Facilitator  
Koppal	Taluk		
Karnataka
Mandya 
Channaiah C  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
K.R.Pet	Taluk	  
Mandya
Karnataka
Jayaswamy GS 
Deputy Director of Agriculture 
DATC
Mandya 
Karnataka
Mahadevaiah GM
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Pandavapura	Taluk
Mandya
Karnataka	
Phone:	9900934871/	(08232)	255171
Email:	adappv1@yahoo.co.in
Mahadevaiah N
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Malavalli	Taluk	  
Mandya
Karnataka	
Phone:	9740509048/	(08232)	242048
Email:	adamalavally@rediffmail.com
Manju HC 
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer		
Srirangapatna	Taluk 
Mandya
Karnataka
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Manjunath S 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Nagamangala	Taluk 
Mandya
Karnataka	
Phone:	(08232)	286141
Email:	adanagamangala@gmail.com
Shambhugowda 
Technical	Officer	
O/o	ADA 
Mandya
Karnataka
Shreeharsha
Technical	Officer	
O/o	JDA 
Mandya
Karnataka	
Suresh R 
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Srirangapatna	Taluk 
Mandya
Karnataka	
Mysore 
Kenchegowda K
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Hunsur	Taluk	 
Mysore
Karnataka
Krishnaiah KR 
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Public	Offices	Building 
Mysore
Karnataka
Email:	dagrmys@rediffmail.com
Krishna Murthy  
Agricultural	Officer	 
Nanjangud	Taluk 
Mysore
Karnataka
Krishnamurthy 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
T.Narasipura	Taluk		  
Mysore
Karnataka	
Praveen 
Agricultural	Officer	 
K.R.Nagar	Taluk	 
Mysore
Karnataka
Somashekar S  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Mysore	Taluk	 
Mysore
Karnataka	
Venkatesh J  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Heggadadevanakote	Taluk		  
Mysore
Karnataka		
Raichur 
Srinivas BY   
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Raichur
Karnataka	
Email:	jdaraichur@rediffmail.com
Kadiwal Chanamallapa R 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Watershed Development Dept  
Raichur
Karnataka	
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Kashinath Onddekar  
Agricultural	Officer	
Raichur 
Karnataka
Madhukant  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer		
Raichur
Karnataka
Mahadevappa 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Devadurga
Raichur District
Karnataka	
Rehimansab L Jalihal   
Agricultural	Officer
Manvi
Raichur District
Karnataka
Rupa AN   
Deputy Director of Agriculture  
DATC
Dadesugur
Raichur District
Karnataka	
Email:	jdaraichur@rediffmail.com
Narasing Rao Saraswathi 
Assistant Director of Agriculture
Lingasagur,	Raichur	District,	
Karnataka		
Ramnagar 
Annaiah
Joint Director of Agriculture   
Ramnagar
Karnataka	
Ashoka H   
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Ramnagar
Karnataka	
Girish Gowda  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Ramnagar
Karnataka
Harishnakar K 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Ramnagar
Karnataka	
Nagarajaiah SL 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Office	of	the	Joint	Director	of	
Agriculture
Department of Agricultur
Ramanagara District
Karnataka
Email:	dir.agrictulture@dataone.in
Radhakrishna KR   
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Ramnagar
Karnataka	
Shimoga 
Ashoka S      
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Hosanagar
Karnataka
Phone:	9886989078/	(08185)	221509
Email:	adahsn@rediffmail.com
Basavaraj DM
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Shimoga
Karnataka
Phone	:	9448537463/	(08181)	223536
Email:	adashimoga@rediffmail.com
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Kumar KG   
Agricultural	Officer		
Shimoga
Karnataka
Manjula G    
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Shimoga
Karnataka	
Mohan Kumar 
Agricultural	Officer		
Shimoga
Karnataka
Noor Samad AS 
Agricultural	Officer		
Shimoga
Karnataka	
Pandu KH  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Thirthahalli
Karnataka	
Phone	:	9916370047/	(08181)	229225
Email:	adatth@gmail.com
Shivprakash  
Agricultural	Officer		
Shimoga
Karnataka	
Sumithramma 
Farm Facilitator  
Shimoga
Karnataka	
Tumkur 
Anup KG 
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Department of Agriculture 
Karnataka
Ashok TN 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Office	of	the	Joint	Director	of	
Agriculture
Koratagere
Tumkur	District
Karnataka 
Phone:	9448659596/	(08138)	232133
Email:	adakoratagere@gmail.com
Chamarajappa 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Office	of	the	Joint	Director	of	
Agriculture  
Department of Agriculture
Gubbi,	Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Email:	ada_gubbi@yahoo.com
Chandrakala  
Deputy Director of Agriculture  
Department of Agriculture  
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Chandrakumar 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
Tumkur
Karnataka
Dinesh B   
Agricultural	Officer	(TO)
Office	of	the	Joint	Director	of	
Agriculture
Tumkur
Karnataka	
Jogikalmath Murali Basaiah   
Assistant Director of Sericulture 
Tumkur
Karnataka
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Kiran Gowda 
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	
Department of Agriculture Kunigal 
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Krishnappa HS 
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture	
Department of Agriculture
C.N.Halli	Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Email:	ada_cnhalli@yahoo.com
Kubendra Naik D   
Sr.	Assistant	Director	of	Fisheries	
Tumkur	District	
Karnataka
Lingarajappa BV  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture
Department of Agriculture
Turuvekere,	Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Phone: 9448836876/	(08139)	287467
Email:	adatumkur@yahoo.com
Mallikarjunappa  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer 
Department of Agriculture  
Pavagada 
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Nagaraja H  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture
Department of Agriculture
Madhugiri,	Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Email:	adamadhugiri@gmail.com
Nataraju KS  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	
Department of Agriculture Sira
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Prasad BN  
Deputy	Director	of	Horticulture	
Tumkur
Karnataka
Puttalingaiah  
Deputy Director of Sericulture  
Tumkur
Karnataka	
Ramakrishnaiah 
Assistant Director of Fisheries  
(Grade	II)	 
Department of Agriculture Pavagada
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Renuka Prasanna NS 
Sr.	Assistant	Director	of	Horticulture	
Tumkur
Karnataka
Sreenivas PT      
Deputy Director 
Animal	Husbandry	and	Veterinary	
Services  
Tumkur	572101
Karnataka
Phone: 9448360350
Email:	tmkddahvs@gmail.com
Umesha D 
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture
Tumkur	District
Karnataka
Phone:	9480330480/	(08134)	252969
Email:	adatiptur@rediffmail.com
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Uttar Kannada 
Aravind Kumar
Agricultural	Officer	 
Mundagod 
Uttara	Kannada
Karnataka 
Kemparaju SK 
Joint Director of Agriculture  
Government	of	Karnataka	 
Uttara	Kannada
Karnataka
Email:	jdarmgm@gmail.com
Patgar CM 
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	
Kumta,	Uttar	Kannada	District,	
Karnataka
Prakash Patil     
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	
Joida
Uttara	Kannada
Karnataka 
Radha Krishna SG 
Assistant	Director	of	Agriculture	(HQ)	
Uttara	Kannada
Karnataka
Shankar Hegde  
Assistant Director of Agriculture 
Siddapur 
Uttar	Kannada
Karnataka
Phone:	9449207088/	(08389)	230105
Email:	adasiddapur@gmail.com
Udupi
Jagadeesha Naik 
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	 
Udupi
Karnataka
Sateesha B  
Agricultural	Officer	 
Udupi
Karnataka
Sudhakar Shetty  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	 
Udupi
Karnataka	
Yadgir 
Banthanal  
Joint Director of Agriculture 
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture	
Yadgir
Karnataka
Katnalli DS 
Agricultural	Officer	 
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture
Yadgir
Karnataka	
Narendra Nadoni  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	 
O/o	Assistant	Director	of	Agriculture	
Shorapur
Yadgir
Karnataka
Rajkumar  
Agricultural	Officer	 
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture	
Yadgir
Karnataka	
Siddu Teggi  
Assistant	Agricultural	Officer	 
O/o	Joint	Director	of	Agriculture
Yadgir
Karnataka		
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FFS Team  
Alavanddi 
Agricultural	Officer	(FCL) 
Belgaum
Karnataka	
Basavraj B  
Farm Facilitator 
Shorapur
Yadgir
Karnataka	
Channappa Angadi  
Agricultural	Officer	 
(FFs	resources	person)
Dharwad
Karnataka
Hiremath RB  
Assistant Director of Agriculture  
DATC
Karnataka
Hoogar Chidambar  
Agricultural	Officer	 
(FFs	resources	person)
Dharwad
Karnataka
Krishnegowda
Farm Facilitator 
Hassan
Karnataka	
Praneesh Rao 
Assistant Secretary  
Zilla	Panchayat
Raichur
Karnataka
Shabhana Sheikh 
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Review and Planning Workshop Proceedings
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of the CGIAR Consortium
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The International Crops Research Institute 
for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) is 
a non-profit, non-political organization 
that conducts agricultural research for 
development in Asia and sub-Saharan 
Africa with a wide array of partners 
throughout the world. Covering 6.5 million 
square kilometers of land in 55 countries, 
the semi-arid tropics have over 2 billion 
people, of whom 644 million are the 
poorest of the poor. ICRISAT innovations 
help the dryland poor move from poverty 
to prosperity by harnessing markets while 
managing risks – a strategy called Inclusive 
Market-Oriented Development (IMOD).
ICRISAT is headquartered in Patancheru 
near Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India, 
with two regional hubs and five country 
offices in sub-Saharan Africa. It is a 
member of the CGIAR Consortium. CGIAR 
is a global research partnership for a food 
secure future.
ICRISAT-Patancheru
(Headquarters)
Patancheru 502 324
Andhra Pradesh, India
Tel +91 40 30713071
Fax +91 40 30713074
icrisat@cgiar.org
ICRISAT-Liaison Office
CG Centers Block
NASC Complex
Dev Prakash Shastri Marg
New Delhi 110 012, India
Tel  +91 11 32472306 to 08
Fax  +91 11 25841294
ICRISAT-Bamako
(Regional hub WCA)
BP 320
Bamako, Mali
Tel +223 20 709200
Fax +223 20 709201
icrisat-w-mali@cgiar.org
ICRISAT-Nairobi
(Regional hub ESA)
PO Box 39063, Nairobi, 
Kenya
Tel +254 20 7224550
Fax +254 20 7224001
icrisat-nairobi@cgiar.org
ICRISAT-Bulawayo
Matopos Research Station
PO Box 776
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Tel +263 383 311 to 15
Fax +263 383 307
icrisatzw@cgiar.org
ICRISAT- Kano
PMB 3491
Sabo Bakin Zuwo Road, 
Tarauni, Kano, Nigeria
Tel:  +234 7034889836; 
+234 8054320384 
+234 8033556795
icrisat-kano@cgiar.org
ICRISAT-Lilongwe
Chitedze Agricultural  
Research Station
PO Box 1096
Lilongwe, Malawi
Tel  +265 1 707297, 071, 067, 057
Fax +265 1 707298
icrisat-malawi@cgiar.org
ICRISAT-Maputo
c/o IIAM, Av. das FPLM No 2698
Caixa Postal 1906
Maputo, Mozambique
Tel +258 21 461657
Fax +258 21 461581
icrisatmoz@panintra.com
ICRISAT-Niamey
BP 12404, Niamey
Niger (Via Paris)
Tel  +227 20722529, 
20722725
Fax +227 20734329
icrisatsc@cgiar.org
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